Lot 22 SNICKER STRIKE SAN

6/27/2015 PALOMINO GELDING—AQHA reg#5715345

Casper San
Scandal San
Zans Sunny Parr
Peppy San
Doc’s Catalpa
Zan Parr Sun
Harlita Jack
Wild Return
Pretty Jo Mac
Duoos Tuffy
Tinker Kit

Genetics:
Very smart and athletic horse, has the potential to go many different directions. Will have 30 day tune up before the sale by Troy Krouser (605) 646-9164

Lot 23 A BUCKIN GOOD TIME

2/28/2017 BUCKSKIN STALLION—AQHA reg#5905784

Hickory Holly Time
One Time Pepto
Hickorys Holly Cee
PeptoBoonsmal
One Time Soon
Doc’s Hickory
Miss Cee Nita
Dual Pep
Dolittle Lena
Smart Mate
Hulaote

Genetics:
Well bred, big and stout. Big stopping son of Hickory Holly Time. Moves well with over a year of training, ready to go on. Breeding or show prospect.

Lot 24 SAN JOE PARNELLI

5/22/2006 BAY GELDING—AQHA reg#5065389

Parnelli Chic Olena
Smart Chic Olena
Teresas Plum
Smart Little Lena
Gay Sugar Chic
Doc’s Remedy
Snip’s Plum
Dry Doc
Art Glow Beat
Queadow
Frank’s Tarbaby

Genetics:
Strong is a seasoned 14 yr old bay gelding who has been ranched on and used in the feedlot. He is as broke as they come and will get down on a cow. He would make someone an awesome penning or sorting mount. Super nice gelding that is a blast to ride. Stands 15 hh. Watch Diamond B Horse Company Facebook page for more pictures and videos. PM call Amy (320) 805-1654 or Jordan (320) 780-1075

Sunday, June 28
Lot 25 SHAVEZ  
2010 GRULLO GELDING—PONY

Pony

S会有: Shavez is a pony that everyone looks for. He is big enough for a grown person to ride and gentle enough for any kids. He is grullo in color and stands 13.2-13.3 hands. He is great on the ranch and will let kids point him any direction. Can drag calves and kids are super safe with this one. For sale (605) 210-1124.

Lot 26 FIRST CLASS BUCK  
7/15/2014 BUCKSKIN GELDING—AQHA Reg #6699631

Gelding

PC BRONSON
BUENOS STRAWBERRY
CL BUCK LUCK ANGEL
BUENOS DOC FROST
ID BE A LUCKY ANGEL
JP FIRST CLASS BEGGAR
MJ FIRST CLASS QUINCY
TJ MIS QUINCY

Footnotes:
Pistol will stand 15 hh and weigh 1250 lbs. This gelding has been used extensively around the ranch and knows an honest days work. He has a nice snappy walk outside and has never offered to be crotchety or mean. Pistol has run close to 200 steers both heading and heelning, and should make a great jackpot horse. Any questions please call (406) 489-2414.

Lot 27 ODD DASHIN N DRIFTIN  
4/11/2015 BAY GELDING—AQHA Reg #5704964

Gelding

EL MIGUEL
FIRST DOWN DASH
DASH FOR CASH
DASHIN FOLLIES
FIRST PRIZE ROSE
ALI JACK
DASHING FOLLY
ASHLEYWOOD
STRAWFLY SPECIAL
DOC’S JACK FROST
AMBER DRIFT
WC DRIFTN LADY FROST
BARELY AMBER DRIFT
CIDERWOOD

Footnotes:
ODD Dashin N Driftin "Bob" is a nice, smooth-riding, ranch gelding. We have roped a lot of cattle outside, drug calves and sorted a lot of cattle on him. He is really smooth to ride and cover country on and will sure watch a cow. Perfect size, standing 15 hands and weighing 1100. Call (308) 335-5065 with any questions.
Lot 28 DM FROSTY GUN

5/13/2015 SORREL GELDING—AQHA reg. 5697221

RUSTY GUN 876
- REAL GUN
- CENTENNIAL 876

FROSTWOOD ONE 013
- PEPPY SAN KAI
- MISS FROSTWOOD 013

Pedigree:
Mr. Bigs stands 15.1 and weighs 1300. This gelding is big and stout and is made to last. He is big boned and wears a size one shoe. Bigs is quiet, gentle, and excels on the heading side of the arena. He has been hauled to some local jackpots and nothing phases him. He was used on the ranch prior to the arena and has been used at brandings this spring. Located in Belle Fourche, SD, call Leif with any questions or to try him prior to the sale. Videos will be on O’Keeffe Performance Horses Facebook page. (701) 721-5248

Lot 29 BAYA ROJA

4/20/2017 RED ROAN MARE—AQHA reg. 6894079

SEÑOR GALLO ROJO
- GALLO DEL CIELO
- PRETTY MS NINE FOUR

DJS KABOON BERREE
- KABOON
- HAIDA HEIDI

Pedigree:
Credentials and beauty! By a multiple champion cowhorse stallion and a reining mare. Bred to ride and slide. Tons of talent and brains on both sides. Quality through and through. Straight to the ground and built to last. She’s smooth, has a lot of feel to her and ready to go any direction. Will have 60 days of training with Cody Stahly by sale day.

Lot 30 BCRPOCOPINEROSIE 13

5/10/2013 BAY ROAN GELDING—AQHA reg. 5579208

POCO BLACKBURN PINE
- EL TAUR
- LIL LEMON JOY

MS ROSIE RED
- PLENTY COUP HANCOCK
- TUF WYONIE HANCOCK

Pedigree:
Offering for sale a sound, big, and strong 7 yr old gelding. Pulls calves to the iron and can get cows and bulls out of the pasture. Used as a pickup horse. Can cover a lot of ground and needs a job.
Lot 31 GR SPEEDS WORTH IT

5/21/2011 CHESTNUT MARE - AQHA Reg #5409541

- TRUE COMMAND
- PC SPEEDY
- COLONEL SUGAR DOC IT
- GR CROOKED MONEY

Notes:
We've ranched on her, drug calves, and sorted pairs. Head, heel, and breakaway horse that stands 14.2 - 14.3 hands. Absolutely no buck and could turn her out forever and she wouldn't buck even then. She is all business and tries hard at everything she does, feel like she's got a great future in breakaway and heeling. Been hauled in heeling and ready to be hauled in breakaway. FM call (905) 216-1124

Lot 32 TIVS GUYZ A KEEPER

4/29/2017 SORREL GELDING - AQHA Reg #5682536

- FRENCHMANS GUY
- CLASSIC KEEPSAKE
- CEE HEART TAYLOR
- JK PANAIORA DOC

Notes:
This is a colt that wants to ride. Pretty mover, very kind and always willing. Quick learner with a super mind. Has been rode outside plenty and nothing seems to bother him. Paid into the Pink Buckle and eligible for many futurities and incentives. For questions please call Justin @ (505) 969-1306

Lot 33 ROCKIN LANEY

4/9/2014 SORREL GELDING - AQHA Reg #5636103

- DUAL REY
- BOON SAN KITTY
- HIGH BROW CAT
- LANEY DOC

Notes:
Rock is a super cute sorrel gelding with a cow conformation and great attitudes. He is extremely broke to ride and stands 14.3 hands tall. Rock is bred on the purple line and is the son of Rockin W 07 by DUE EM. He is super gentle and a in your pocket type of gelding. Rock is a nice little horse, has a ton of drive, scores good, and is very willing. Rock has all the talent and tools you could want in one cool package. He is a great all around horse that can do it all, he has also been ridden outside and used on the ranch. This horse is a nice little horse, and is also broke enough to be used in the Ranch Versatility. Don't miss out on this prime age gelding, FM and video. Call Nate Rogers @ (307) 783-7587

2020 Summer Horse Sale
Lot 34 HE GLOS RED

Consignor: LOGAN & BETHANY SCHLIINZ
Torrington, WY

6/1/2017 BAY GELDING—AQHA #5670399

DUAL DUAL GL
DUAL SPARK
LOOK AT HER GLO
HES DUN HIS TIME
BARONS BLUE GAL

SEVENS BLUENRED TIME

Annotations:
Big, pretty 3 year old bay gelding. Gentle with a good handle. Sire was an AQHA World Champion in Junior Heading and sire’s full siblings are AQHA World Champions in Heading and Heeling. Outstanding pedigree for this prospect.

Lot 35 CIBOLAS TORPEDO

Consignor: GARRETT WEINREIS
Edgerton, SD

4/23/2009 BLUE ROAN GELDING—AQHA #6214634

CIBOLAS WILL JAMES
WYNES JUSTIN STAR
JORNADAS SWEET MILK

JAKES BLUE ROAN
LX BLACK BEE
MISS ROXIE QUEEN

Annotations:
Blue is an 11 year old blue roan gelding that stands 15 hands. He is an honest ranch horse that has been used in the branding pen, sorting, and other ranch chores. Blue is going well in the arena and ready to haul in the heading. He scores good and will pull anything. Blue is honest and is always a go to horse for many people if you would like to look at him before the sale or try him out give us a call at 701-721-9248.

Lot 36 SMART LOOK COWGIRL

Consignor: KATHY GRIESE/AGENT: KIRK HALL
Harrison, NE

5/28/2012 SORREL MARE—AQHA #468573

WR THIS CATS SMART
HIGH BROW CAT
THE SMART LOOK

HEAVENLY COWGIRL
SEVEN FROM HEAVEN
FIRST COWGIRL

Annotations:
Own daughter of leading sire WR This Cat’s Smart PGE $13,000,000. She is a NRCHA money earner, AQHA point earner, and Region 2 Jr Working Cowhorse Champion 2016. Huge stopper and very cowy. Great high school cowhorse cutter. Penners and sorters take notice.
Lot 37 TANAS SHINING GUN
5/11/2015 BAY GELDING — AOHA Reg #6727706

SHINING LIL NIC
SMART SHINER
DIG A LIL NIC

SHINING SPARK
SMART HICKORY
DIGGERS REST
NIC A LYNX
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
MISS SILVER PISTOL
MONTANA DOC
PEPPYS TENNA

Gelding

Footnotes:
Trump is a big, strong, super talented 2015 gelding. He had cow horse training as a 2 and 3 yr old; and has been used in all aspects of ranching. He is started heading and is ready to haul. He has great bone, feet, and mind. Anything that you need to do can be done on this solid gelding. Videos available upon request. FMI call Jess at (720) 466-0089

Lot 38 PRETTY
2010 GRAY MARE — GRADE

Grade

Footnotes:
Pretty is a 10 yr old grade, flea bitten gray mare. She is suitable for the whole family and would make a good high school rodeo horse. She has been used to doctor cattle in the pasture and in the feedlot as well as sort, push calves and pony colts. She has also been used as a head horse and hauled to jackpots and rodeos. Broke, gentle, sound, and sane. She stands 15.3 hh. Watch the Diamond B Horse Company Facebook page for pictures and videos. FMI call Amy (320) 905-1655 or Jordan (320) 780-7075

Lot 39 RAB DASHIN DIVA
4/5/2017 GRAY MARE — AOHA Reg #X0728447

SEVEN S KEOTA
SHINING SPARK
SEVEN S SUZANNA

SEVEN S KEOTA
SHINING SPARK
SEVEN S SUZANNA

Genuine Doc
Diamonds Sparkle
Son O Leo
Miss T Stuart
Smooth At Heart
Blue Two Rocks
First Down Dash
Southern Silks

Footnotes:
Here is a very nice young mare that will stand 14.3 hh and weigh 1000 lbs. I started Katy as a two yr old. She has always been very willing, kind, and gentle. Katy has been used around the ranch this spring for all the chores and has the ability to go on to the arena as a performance horse someday. Any questions please call (406) 489-2414

2020 Summer Horse Sale
Lot 40 SETUMUP MISS DRIFTER

Consignor: ROD & HOLLY BROWN/AGENT: HALEY BROWN
Ponca, NE

5/2/2015 BAY ROAN MARE—AQHA Reg# 5725431

JR DRIFTWOOD ZEUS

- TRACE OF GLEN
- SENORITA ROYAL BLUE

WIMPS ZENOLENA

- WIMPS KING BUCK
- MISS ZENALENA

Description:
Setumup Miss Drifter aka Penelope is a 5 yr old bay roan mare that we raised. Her mom is a great breakaway horse that my sister and I have both hauled and won on. Penelope has been ranched on extensively and is well on her way to making someone a nice calf horse. She’s gentle but has a big motor and can go all day. FMI please call Haley (712) 490-8932

Lot 41 LITTLE JOE

Consignor: GIDEON LUCEY
Hot Springs, SD

2010 BLACK/WHITE GELDING—GRADE

Grade

Description:
Little Joe has seen many trails but is handy enough to get your work done and smooth enough to make the big circle. FMI (605) 890-1444

Lot 42 PEPTOS GUNNA ROCK

Consignor: SETH WEISHAAR
Belle Fourche, SD

5/20/2015 SORREL GELDING—AQHA Reg# 5670450

GUITAR GUN
- PLAYGUN
- DANTY LENA

LILY TAZROCKS
- PEPTO TAZ
- KIT ROCKS

Description:
Ute is a very good looking horse that was broke by a 19 year old boy. He has been hauled to ranch rodeos and drag lots of calves. A nice horse to head and heel on. He has no buck but he is a horse that was overinched when they broke him and he will walk around with a hump in his back for first 2-3 minutes every day you ride. Very broke and no buck and is an all around horse that is the perfect size for a horse you want to rope both ends on. FMI call (903) 230-1244

Sunday, June 28
Lot 43 CONCHO

2015 GRAY & WHITE GELDING — PONY

Pony

Notes:
Here's a really nice 5yr old pony. Goes anywhere you point him. Been used at the sale barn penning cattle. He's a little pony with a big motor, goes all day. Has his whole life in front of him. Hard to find any like him. Been rode by kids for the last two years.
FMI Lyle @ (605) 949-3324

Lot 44 MRZH ALIVE N FLIRTIN

5/26/2018 BAY GELDING — AQHA reg. X0735036

FLIRTIN N STREAKIN
A STREAK OF FLING
FLIRT N FRENCHIE
STARS ALIVE N FIREN
ALIVE N FIREN
CLARKS POCO STAR
STREAKIN SIX
MOON FLING
FRENCHMANS BUCK
HOW'S NEFTY JUAN
FIRE WATER FLIT
WHICHWITCH'S WITCH
ZOMBI CLARK BAR
LIL' POCO PEACH

Notes:
Barrel racers take a good look! You have A Streak Of Fling, Frenchmans Guy, and Fire Water Flit all in one package. He is quick, athletic and a fast learner. He has the ability to be very special and go in any direction you would like to take him. He will have 35 to 40 rides by sale day.
FMI (307) 340-0772
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